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SAFETY 
 
The OP1550 interferometer, part of the Pavone instrument, is equipped with a class 1M laser. The 
laser light is coupled out via a fiber connector on the front panel and has a terminator on the back 
panel. Do not view directly into the beam with optical instruments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The OP1550 is equipped with a 220V/110V plug. Disconnect the instrument before changing the 
fuse or before switching from 220V to 110V (or vice versa). Do not open the box, as this might result 
in serious injuries.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This document describes the installation and operation of the Pavone instrument, as developed by 
Optics11. Details of the installation of the Pavone are provided in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 describes 
the preparation of the Pavone for experiments. How to perform a measurement is described in 
detail in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the optimization of sample preparation and measurement 
conditions. Chapter 5 provides a description of the Pavone’s working principle. In Chapter 6 the 
Pavone software suite is explained in detail. Chapter 7 describes how to operate the OP1550 
interferometer, and finally Chapter 8 provides a FAQ and alternative options for support by a 
flowchart for troubleshooting.  
 

 

Figure 1: The Pavone in action: measuring fibroblasts embedded in ECM matrix. 
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1. INSTALLATION 
 

This section describes the installation of the Pavone by providing an overview of the Pavone and its 
components, the considerations for finding a location to set up the system, the wiring scheme for 
connecting the individual components and the actions required to start up the Pavone instrument. 
 

1.1  The Pavone and its components 
 

The Pavone consists of four major system components: the Pavone instrument body, the power 
supply unit, the interferometer and the PC. Also the Pavone makes use of Optics11 probes, which 
can be marked as the fifth component.  
 

 

Figure 2: Pavone in use. 

 
The Optics11 OP1550 interferometer operates independently of the other components and can be 
switched on and off at any time. The Pavone power supply unit powers the Pavone instrument and 
should always be switched on first at powering the system, and last, after shutting down the system.  
The software will automatically detect and connect to the different Pavone components connected 
to the PC. For the best user experience, it is recommended to first power on all separate 
components before running the software. 
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1.2   Connecting components 
 

Together with the Pavone instrument the following cables are provided: 
 
o 1x BNC connector cables 
o 1x Pavone power cable 
o 2x Regular power cable 
o 1x PC power cable including adapter 
o 2x USB 3.0 (B-type) cable 
o 1x USB 3.0 (camera type) cable 
 
When installing the system, please carefully follow the scheme below (Figure 3).  
 

 

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of the connections that are required to set-up the Pavone instrument and peripherals. 

 
The power supply unit is connected to the Pavone using a special multi-pin power cable with screw-
on type connectors. The Interferometer is connected using a BNC cable, to transmit the outgoing 
signal to the acquisition electronics in the Pavone, and the USB-B cable, allowing for 
communication with the Pavone, and through there, the PC. The Pavone acts also as a USB-hub, so 
the USB-cable running from the PC to the Pavone also establishes communication with the 
Interferometer. The Camera, being a flexible component, connects to the PC through a separate 
USB cable. Please note that all USB cables and connections should be of the USB 3.0 type: only 
connect to the PC’s USB ports that have a blue-color USB port and use USB 3.0 certified cables. 
Failing to do so might cause erratic system behavior.  
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2. PREPARING THE SETUP FOR 
MEASUREMENT 

 
This section describes the steps required to start and prepare the system for a measurement series.  

2.1   Starting the system 

 

Powering up the instrument 
 
Before starting up the instrument for the first time, make sure that all cables are connected in the 
correct way and the power switches on the back of the boxes are turned on. Switch on the devices 
in the following order: 

1. Interferometer 
2. Power supply 
3. PC 

 
The interferometer will show a live measurement signal on the LCD screen after initialization of the 
laser is completed. The power supply unit automatically powers the Pavone unit. 
 

Starting the software 
 
Ensure eventual stage locks are removed, no probe is mounted, nothing can obstruct sample stage 
movement and the Pavone sample mounting lid is closed. Start the Pavone measurement software 
by double-clicking the Pavone software icon on the desktop. The software is loading all devices 
while checking the hardware connection status, which should all be ‘Idle’ (Figure 4) after a maximum 
waiting time of of 60 seconds. The software will then proceed to the main user interface and idle. 
 

 

Figure 4: Hardware status check. 
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After starting the instrument the system will prompt homing of the XY sample stages: this is 
required to ‘zero’ the absolute position of the sample stages and ensure accurate positioning 
during use. After homing the stages the system state will switch to ‘idle’, as indicated in the top of 
the home screen. 

2.2   Mounting a probe to the Pavone 

 
Selecting the right probe 
 
Although a specific probe can measure a wide range of Young’s Moduli, selecting a probe with 
suitable parameters that match with the specific sample properties can enhance the quality of the 
measurement. For a softer sample, a probe with a less stiff cantilever is needed, and vice-versa, to 
ensure that significant cantilever bending as well as significant sample indentation is achieved 
during measurements. If the probe is either to stiff or too soft, there will be minimal cantilever 
bending or indentation respectively, resulting in a less optimal signal-to-noise ratio. 
 
Advised cantilever stiffness is provided for ranges of sample Young’s moduli in the table below: 

 
Sample Young’s modulus Advised cantilever stiffness range 
10 Pa – 1 kPa 0.05 N/m 
1 kPa – 500 kPa 0.5 N/m 
500 kPa – 10 MPa 5 N/m 
10 MPa – 100 MPa 50 N/m 

   Table 1: Advised stiffness ranges for expected Young’s Moduli. 

 
These are estimated for a tip radius of 50 µm, for smaller and larger tip sizes slightly softer and 
stiffer cantilevers should be used, respectively. In case of doubt, please do not hesitate to contact 
Optics11 for advice. 
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Installing a probe 

 

 

Figure 5: Probe and fiber wire inside the box (left), probe mounting to the Pavone (right). 

 
 
After powering the Pavone instrument, starting the software and homing the stages a probe can be 
mounted. To mount a probe, carefully open the probe box by ‘unclicking’ the four tabs holding the 
transparent cover. Ensure any sticky tape is removed. Carefully take the probe out of the box in 
such a way that the probe can be clicked in the Piuma indenter head in one go.  
 
The probe is mounted in the Pavone instrument by compressing the probe’s spring by thumb and 
index finger and gently pushing the probe with the holder in the probe mounting bay (Figure 5). 
Make sure the cantilever points downwards and the probe is mounted all the way to the most back-
right position. When handling a probe, take special care to avoid any contact with the cantilever as 
the glass cantilever at the end of the glass ferrule is extremely fragile and almost any unintended 
contact will cause permanently damage. Therefore, when handling the probe, always hold it by the 
plastic adapter, keep the optical fiber away from the cantilever and avoid touching the glass part. 
Given the size of the probe, it is advised to hold the probe between ones’ index finger and thumb 
whilst shielding it with the rest of the hand from the fiber and the environment. 
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Figure 6: Connecting the fiber to the OP1550, a notch (red circle) indicates the preferred orientation     

 
 
Next, remove the tape and green safety cap from the optical fiber connector and connect it to the 
‘Sensor’ input of the OP1550 interferometer (Figure 6). The fiber connector is a FC/APC type 
connector, which has a preferred orientation, indicated by the notch on the fiber connector and a 
groove in the OP1550 connector. Please note the center terminus of the connector is very sensitive 
to contamination or scratching – to avoid issues please use the green safety cap at all times when 
storing the probe and avoid touching the terminus of the connector when the safety cap is off. 
 

Caution: Avoid bending the optical fiber sharply: this can break the glass fiber.  
 
If a previous probe is present in the Pavone, remove it before inserting the new probe. To avoid the 
fiber from touching the probe when packing the fiber and optical connector, always place the fiber 
first into the box and then the probe. For this, disconnect the optical connector from the OP1550, 
bundle the fiber wire and put it into the box. Secure the optical connector in the box by placing a 
piece of tape on top of the connector. You can remove the probe from the Pavone by compressing 
the plastic connector and pulling it gently out of the holder. Carefully place the probe in the probe 
box to its designated location.  
 

Caution: When installing the probe, always mount first the probe and then connect the fiber 
connector to the Pavone connector. When putting the probe back into the box, always 
place and secure the fiber first before placing the probe in the box.  
 

Configuring the probe in the software 

It is important to correctly input the probe parameters in the software suite in order to obtain 
meaningful measurement results. Probe parameters that need to be set in the program are the 
cantilever spring constant (in N/m) and probe tip radius (in µm). These parameters can be entered in 
the probe menu, which can be accessed through the ‘Probe’ item in the main software window 
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(Figure 7, left). The numbers can be found on the side of the probe packaging box and are unique 
for each probe. If you accidently forget to update the probe details after changing the probe, you 
can still change those in the Dataviewer software while analyzing the obtained data.   
 

 

Figure 7: Configure probe menu (left), Options menus (right). 

 
In most cases the probe must be calibrated first, which will result in a measurement of the factor 
that describes the geometrical factor of the probe. As this is unique for each probe and calculated 
automatically no manual input is required there, see paragraph 2.6 on how to obtain this value 
through the automated calibration procedure. For this procedure a value of 4000nm for the 
calibration depth is set by default. You can can change this value in the ‘Options’ menu, shown in 
the Figure 7. It would be recommended only to change this value when measurements with higher 
amounts of cantilever bending are expected. 
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2.3 Calibration – sequence 

 
When starting to work with the Pavone some steps are required to ensure a prober system 
calibration and configuration. Basically three main steps to come to a good calibration and 
preparation of the instrument are required: 
 

 
 
In the software these three steps are indicated in the top menu: 
 

 
 
Each button opens a menu enabling specific actions. In general the sequence to follow is from left 
to right. In the paragraphs below each step is explained in more detail. 
 

2.4 Locating the probe 
 

 
 
In order to couple the indentation data with imaging data, both inputs need to be aligned. The 
reference point for the imaging is the probe tip. However, the repeatability of the tip position when 
clicking in a new probe is around 50-100 microns, which might require additional alignment. 
  

 
 
Before commencing ensue no sample plates are mounted. First, move the empty XY-stage 30mm to 
the rear, to ensure free access for the probe and objective. Now carefully click in the probe into the 
probe holder in the Pavone.  
 
Next, move down the Z-stage ~15mm: this is necessary as the objective stage does not have 
enough travel to focus on the probe when it is all the way in the up position.  

Locate probe Configure sample Optical calibration

Locate probe Configure sample Optical calibration

Position 
XY-stages

Click in 
probe

Position 
Z-stage

Position 
objective

Adjust 
probe

Locate tip
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After this step, move up the objective until the probe is approximately in the focal plane of the 
objective (see the objective’s working distance specifications), as estimated by eye. Now using the 
manual micro manipulators, align the probe first by eye until the cantilever tip is hovering above the 
center section of the objective. Confirm on the video feed you see an image or shadow of the 
probe. Now take small steps with the objective stage to bring the probe close to the focal plane.  

 
Caution: When using high magnification objectives please ensure the objective is not 
touching the probe by observing the objective and probe while moving the probe down or 
the objective up. 

 
Once the probe is in, or should be close to the focal plane, the probe position can be adjusted to 
the center of the field of view using the manual micromanipulators.  
 

Please ensure to untighten the black knob at the top of the condenser prior to adjusting the 
probe position and tighten again after adjustment. 
 

 

Figure 8: Black knob fixing stages circled in blue. 
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Figure 9: Manual micromanipulators for probe adjustment circled in blue. 

 
Finally, use the circle tool to mark the circumference of the tip. Tip: press and hold SHIFT while 
doing so to keep a perfect circle during resizing. After confirming the tip location, press save. 
 
Before commencing with the next steps, click ‘Home stages’ in the ‘Controls’ tab once, to move all 
stages to a safe position for sample plate mounting. 
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Figure 10: Locate tip menu. The red circle marks the tip position. 
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2.5 Configuring the sample 

 

 
 
After the probe is aligned the sample plates can be mounted and configured in the software. The 
software allows to load different well plate formats from a preset library and designate a specific 
well as a calibration well. 
 

 
 
First mount the sample plate(s). After mounting the plates, close the lid and open the ‘Config wells’ 
menu. A menu will show the two sample docks. To configure your sample plates, select the right 
sample plate format from the drop-down menu: Currently the instrument covers any standard well 
plate from 6-well to 96-well format.  
 
After loading the right sample plate formats, select the well that will act as the calibration well. The 
calibration well should be loaded without any sample and with the liquid that is used in the other 
wells and is used for calibrating the probe.  
 
 

Locate probe Configure sample Optical calibration

Mount sample 
plate(s)

Configure 
sample plate(s)

Select 
calibration well

Move to 
calibration well
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Figure 11: Example of 'Config. wells' menu. 
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2.6 Initialize probe 

 
 

After the sample plates are mounted and configured the initialization of the probe can be 
performed. The software will present a menu that indicates the steps required to complete the 
initialization. 
 

 

Figure 12: Initialization menu. 

First we would like to move the system to the calibration well, as the probe needs to be pre-wet 
before it can be immersed. This procedure will minimize the risk of trapping airbubbles underneath 
the cantilever. During prewetting droplets of medium or water may fall in the underlying well. 
 
Click the ‘Move to calib well’ button. The software will now prompt if you want to move to the 
calibration well. Click yes, and observe the system moving to the calibration well (the lid may be 
open at this stage). Proceed only if the position matches the predefined calibration well in step 2.5. 
 
 

Locate probe Configure sample Optical calibration
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Before commencing with the next step, please pre-wet the probe by pipetting a few droplets of 
medium (the same solution as used in the calibration well) down the front face of the probe until 
you can clearly observe a droplet hangs underneath the probe, having the entire bottom-face of the 
probe wetted (fig. 13). 
 

 

Figure 13: Pre-wetting probe by pipetting liquid down the probe front-face. 

 
Now click the ‘Set transit height’ button. A menu will open. Now you should move down the probe 
until it is below the liquid level of all wells. Now click ‘set transit height’ to set the transit height. The 
idea is that the probe will always move to this height when moving from well to well or between 
plates, to ensure it is underneath the liquid level before commencing any other action. 
 

Please note that when the probe is calibrated in liquid, the functions such as find-surface 
and indent do not work when the probe is not immersed in liquid. 

 
For each unique medium/probe combination, the optical signal must be calibrated. To do so click 
the ‘wavelength scan’button once. The interferometer screen will now show a progress bar. Wait 
until that is finished and check if no error is reported on the interferometer screen.  
 
Once this is done, the next step is to find the surface.  
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To bring the probe in contact with the surface, click the ‘find surface’ button in the initialization 
menu. The system will now start to move down the Z-stage to detect the surface until it touches the 
surface. 
 

Caution: In case the instrument fails to stop (i.e. if you observe severe signal change on the 
interferometer but the Pavone does not respond), press ‘Stop’ manually to abort the 
process. 

 
This process must be performed for each new medium/probe combination: to measure multiple 
samples in a solution of which the refractive index is not significantly different, this procedure does 
not have to be executed again.  
 

 
Principle: The OP1550’s internal laser will tune its wavelength rapidly from ~1565nm to 
~1525nm to create an interference pattern on the photodiode. As the photodiodes’ 
output voltage depends on the intensity of the interference pattern, an automated 
offset and gain setting process is initiated, which optimizes the photodiode output for 
the 0-10V range. The Piuma data acquisition system operates in the 0-10V range and 
voltages outside this range cannot be collected. 

 
 
After performing the optical calibration, the linearization of the interferometer and calibration of the 
cantilever arm, also called geometrical factor, needs to be performed. Those two steps are 
accomplished in one calibration procedure. To perform this step press the final button ‘Calibration’ 
in the initialization menu. 
 
 During the calibration step, ensure the probe is in contact with a stiff surface. 
 
During the signal linearization, the nonlinear response due to cantilever bending is transformed to a 
linear signal, using the unity circle as a linearization tool. The geometrical factor originates from the 
manufacturing process of the probes, which are very specific components, and the distance 
between the tip position and the readout fiber position can slightly differ from probe to probe. In 
the Pavone nanoindentation software, the automated measurement and setting of the geometrical 
factor is included in the calibration procedure, also referred to as ‘calibration factor’.  
 

 

Figure 14: Message to confirm calibration value. 
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By pressing ‘Use new’ the software automatically saves the new ‘Calibration factor’ in the probe 
configuration menu. The calibration factor should be between 0.5 and 2.5. If not, ensure the probe 
is actually in contact by moving the probe sown one micron and observing the interferometer 
signal. If that is the case, repeat the optical- (wavelength scan) and geometrical calibration 
procedure. 
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3. USING THE PAVONE 
 
This section describes the use of the Pavone instrument after having prepared the instrument for a 
measurement (Chapter 2). 
 

3.1   Stage controls 

 
The motorized stages of the Pavone can be positioned in X, Y and Z directions using the software. 
The X and Y stages allow one to move the sample stages. The ‘XY stage travel’ field in the bottom-
right of the video feed allows the user to set a displacement (in mm) which can be used by pressing 
the arrows in the camera feed window. The ‘Probe stage travel’ field in the top-right of the camera 
window allows the user to set a displacement (in microns) for the Z-stage the probe is mounted on. 
Finally, the objective can be moved up or down using the ‘Objective controls’ located in the 
‘Controls’ tab just right of the camera window. 
 

 

Figure 15: Home screen: X-Y stage controls (red), Z-stage controls (green), objective controls (blue). 

The X-Y stage can also be moved using the camera: after clicking anywhere on the video feed 
window, e.g. on a point of interest, the tip of the indenter can be moved to that point by clicking 
‘Move to point’ in the ‘Controls’ tab. The set tip position of paragraph 2.4 is used in this procedure. 
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Only for the Z-stage and the objective stage specific levels can be stored that correspond to the 
transit height (see paragraph 2.6) and the sample focus plane. These can be set at any time during 
performing measurements by clicking the ‘Set focal plane’ or ‘Set transit height’ buttons in the 
‘Controls’ tab. 
 

3.2 The Find surface procedure 

 
The Pavone instrument allows to bring the probe into contact with the sample surface in two ways: 
manually or semi-automated.  
 
Manual find-surface 
 
To manually find the surface simply move to the designated well using the config wells menu and 
click ‘go to transit height’. The probe should now be in the liquid. This can be confirmed by looking 
if the signal on the interferometer, a white dot, aligns with the red target circle. 
 
Next find the focal plane of the sample by moving up the objective. Once the focal plane is found 
one can store the position of the objective by clicking ‘Set focal plane’ in the ‘Controls’ tab. 
 
Once the top of the sample container is in focus, move the probe down in steps of 100 microns. As 
the probe is aligned with the objective in step 2.4 the probe’s shadow should appear on the camera 
feed. Once the contours of the cantilever become apparent, switch to using smaller steps, e.g. 10 
microns, and closely watch the interferometer signal for any permanent cantilever bending. If 
cantilever bending is visible, back up the probe with 1 micron steps until no bending is visible. Then 
back down the probe with one micron again to ensure minimal contact. 
 
Semi-Automated find-surface 
 
The semi-automated find-surface function can be used by clicking the ‘Find Surface’ button in the 
main screen. In the ‘Options’ menu, in the ‘advanced’ tab, one can set the find-surface approach 
speed. Values of maximum 0.1 mm/s are recommended. 
 

Caution: Please always check the state of the cantilever during the automated find-surface 
procedure. Press ‘Stop’ immediately if anomality’s with the interferometer signal occur. 
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3.3 Modes of operation 

 
The Pavone can operate in three different indentation modes: 
 

• Piezo displacement control:  D-mode  

• Load or Force control:  P-mode 

• Indentation depth control:  I-mode 
 

During all three modes of operation the instrument is recording piezo movement, load (cantilever 
bending) and indentation depth. The modes differ in the controlled parameter as shown in the 
following table (Table 2). It is very important to understand that the piezo displacement is not the 
same as indentation depth, since a part of the probe displacement is converted into cantilever 
bending and material deformation. This means that the indentation depth is the difference between 
the piezo displacement and the cantilever bending minus the approach.  

In all operational modes the electronic working principle of the piezo, which regulates the probe 
displacement, is always in closed loop with the strain gauge, which permanently measures the 
absolute extension of the piezo.   

  D-mode P-mode I-mode 

Control Probe movement Load Indentation depth 

Controlled 
parameter 

Piezo 
displacement 

Cantilever 
bending 

Piezo displacement- 
cantilever bending 

Electronic circuit closed loop closed loop closed loop 

Sample circuit open loop closed loop closed loop 
 

Table 2: Comparison of the three modes of operation 

The differences in modes give you the possibility to define a variety of experimental designs. For 
this, a basic understanding of the working principle of the operational modes is crucial. 

D-mode 

In D-mode, a piezo displacement profile is defined by the user, resulting in a specific load and 
corresponding indentation depth. The indentation depth depends on the displacement profile and 
the ratio of cantilever and sample stiffness. Since the piezo is not receiving any feedback signal from 
the sample (cantilever bending), it is working in an open loop with the sample. 
 
To define such displacement profile of the probe for an experiment in D-mode, you need to switch 
first to ‘Displacement control’ in the ‘Mode Selection’ part in the ‘Indentation’ or menu or, in case of 
programming a sequence, select ‘Displacement control’ in the profile tab of the corresponding step 
in the sequence. 
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Figure 16: Menu's for configuring indentation mode and profile. 

 

Figure 17: Example of indentation sequence and the mode selection and profile definition. 
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The displacement (µm) and time (s) variables can be customized. A maximum segment number of 
12 can be defined, by default the segment number is set to 5 (Error! Reference source not found. 
and 21). 
 
P-mode 

The P-mode of operation allows you to set a specific load, which can be kept constant over a certain 
time interval. For this, the probe needs to be in contact with the sample. A velocity limited 
approach of sample surface sensing monitors the threshold of 10 nm cantilever bending when 
touching the surface. The piezo starts to receive a new feedback signal from the sample, which 
feeds the piezo in order to keep the intended load constant. The P-mode of operation is therefore 
in a closed loop with the sample.  
 
In order to set a load profile, simply click ‘Load control’ in the ‘Mode Selection’ part of the 
indentation configuration window and define the profile accordingly. Note that the units change to 
µN.   
 
I-mode 

Operating in I-mode gives you the possibility to set an exact indentation depth. Like in the 
previously discussed P-mode, the piezo stroke is being permanently updated by a feedback signal 
from the cantilever after getting into surface contact. Using this feedback signal, the piezo adjusts 
continuously to control the sample indentation depth. 
 
Before setting the indentation profile, simply click ‘Indentation control’ in the ‘Mode Selection’ part 
of the indentation configuration window and define the profile accordingly. Note that the units 
change to nm. 
 

3.4   
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3.5 Dynamic mechanical analysis - DMA 

 
The Pavone features, beside the quasi static operation, a dynamic operational mode. This DMA 
mode allows mechanical oscillations in all three modes of operation while indenting in a sample and 
can be switched ‘On’ in the DMA tab of the corresponding profile menu. Oscillation parameters like 
frequency, periods, amplitude, and relaxation time are freely adjustable to provide a flexible 
measurement design (Figure 18).  
 

 

Figure 18: Configure DMA profile. 
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3.6  Saving measurement 

 
Each series of experiments, independent of operational modes, can be saved in a dedicated folder. 
To set up this folder, click the saving button in the ‘Experiment’ part of the home screen and create 
a folder in the browser dialog in the desired location (Figure 19). Afterwards, navigate to this folder 
and click ‘Select folder’. Now for each new experiment in this experiment series an experiment 
name can be defined in the ‘Name’ field. The Pavone software will automatically create a subfolder 
with this name, in which the data will be saved. You should avoid changing the saved file name 
afterwards in the Windows Explorer.  
 

 

Figure 19: Piuma software experiment name and save location settings. 

 

3.7  Performing measurements 

 
After configuring all parameters for the experiment in the selected mode of operation, the actual 
collecting of the data is quite straightforward. Below, the process of performing a single 
indentation, matrix scan or configuring a series of actions is described. The measurement process 
remains the same for all three modes of operation. 
 
Single indentations 
 
Single indentations can be configured with the ‘Indent menu’ button in the home screen. A window 
will open displaying three tabs: the first tab allows to select an experimental mode of operation, the 
second tab allows to define an indentation profile and the third tab is dedicated to the DMA 
functionality. Any profile configured here can be executed by pressing the ‘Indent’ button in the 
home screen. Results are plotted in the ‘Load – indentation’ and ‘Time data’ tabs of the home 
screen. 

 
Matrix scan 
 
Instead of performing a single indentation, also an automated grid scan can be configured. The 
indentation matrix is defined in the ‘Scan controls’ of the ‘Indent menu’ window (figure 16, left). The 
different parameters that can be programmed per scan are number of points in the X and Y 
directions (# X, # Y), distance between each point in the X and Y directions (dX, dY), starting location 
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(Start X, Start Y), number of indentations per point (# Indent) and how often the scan is repeated (# 
Scans). In order to use the current XY position as the starting position of the scan, just click ‘Use XY’. 
 
Once the parameters have been set, the scan is initiated by pressing the ‘Start scan’ button. Before 
continuing to a new point, including the first indentation of a matrix scan, the probe moves up to a 
safe transportation height and subsequently moves to the indentation location.  After reaching this 
location, the find-surface procedure is initiated. Using the find-surface again for each point in a grid 
scan allows the Pavone to scan samples that have a higher degree of surface topography. For very 
flat samples this ‘Auto find surface’ feature, can also be switched off in the ‘Options’ menu, so that 
the probe remains a few microns above the surface when moving between coordinates in a grid 
scan (Figure 20, left). 
 

 

Figure 20: Options menu defining the parameters used in a matrix scan. 

 
 
The data of the scan is saved in a generated ‘Matrix_scan_X’ folder in the previously specified 
experimental folder. In this folder a file is created for each individual indentation, as well as one file 
containing the effective Young’s moduli per coordinate in a single grid. 
 
Programming a sequence of actions 
 
(Bèta functionality) For more complex measurements also a sequence can be programmed in the 
‘Config exp’ menu. When opening the menu an empty table can be configured to include the steps 
required in an experiment from five pre-configured actions. To do so, click the ‘Add’ button, and 
couple an action type to the step by clicking on a suggested action from the drop-down menu on 
the right (figure 21). 
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Figure 21: Configure experiment menu with drop-down menu, displaying the five action types. 

After selecting the appropriate action type, the action type can be configured. Click on the step in 
the sequence and browse through the different tabs and parameters on the right side to configure 
this step. When done, the entire sequence can be saved under a specific name by changing the 
name in the experiment path and pressing ‘Save’. 
 

 

Figure 22: Example of configuring a step in the configure experiment menu, 
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3.8  Data processing and analysis 
 

For each single indentation and indentation in a matrix scan, all the load-displacement data is 
stored in a tab-separated text file. By using this text file, the load-displacement data can be 
imported in any program for post-processing. Also, the Piuma Dataviewer program can be used to 
quickly load all data and make small adjustments where necessary. 
 
For each matrix scan a tab-separated text file is saved with a matrix of the Effective Young’s 
Modulus per coordinate. This allows one to quickly recreate the Young’s Modulus map in any other 
software program. Additionally, per indentation a separate text file is saved that contains all 
information for this indentation. The header of the file contains the absolute coordinates, the 
automatically defined surface position, the probe parameters used, the calibration factor applied, 
the displacement profile used and some variables that are extracted from the load-displacement 
curve, such as maximum load (Pmax), maximum displacement (Dmax) and (Eff.) Young’s Modulus. 
 

 

Figure 23: Typical indentation file showing the 37 header lines and the start of the five data columns describing the 
indentation curve. 
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4. OPTIMIZING INSTRUMENT STABILITY 
AND SAMPLE MOUNTING 

 
Optimizing the experiment conditions and sample mounting can greatly improve the quality of the 
indentation. During an indentation, environmental stability, sample stability and probe suitability 
define the quality of the experimental dataset. In case the indentation results show irregularities or 
high noise, it is worth considering the factors as described below.  
 

4.1  Environment stability 

 
The Pavone is engineered to operate as independent from the environment as possible. 
Nonetheless it is still possible for the environmental conditions influence and compromise 
measurement results. 
 
Temperature 

In order to minimize the measurement error due to temperature drift, sudden room or medium 
temperature changes should be avoided when measuring. Verify the Pavone is mounted away from 
any air-conditioning, heating or ventilation vent. The built-in temperature control system can be 
used to measure samples at physiological temperatures. Be aware that the temperature system can 
also introduce drift in the measurement if the sample or medium temperature has not yet reached 
an equilibrium state. 
 
Vibrations 

To minimize the measurement error due to mechanical disturbances, such as ground vibrations 
from other labs, other equipment or appliances, ensure the Pavone is mounted on a stable bench. 
Preferably this bench is not shared with other vibrating machines such as vortexes, pumps, or large 
fans. Optionally the Pavone can be bolted to top of a third-party stabilization platform, such as an 
air table. 
 
Mechanical instability can also originate from the sample container or sample substrate contact with 
the Pavone sample stage. In order to get the best measurement possible, the complete 
‘measurement loop’, so everything between the probe and the sample stage base plate should be 
free from instability and be as stiff as possible. This can be achieved by ensuring a good and stable 
contact between the sample carrier/wellplate and the Pavone sample stage, and by using stiff 
substrates and containers. Less stiff sample carriers, such as trans-well membranes, may be used, 
but it is advised to check stability of the sample carrier or insert when mounting it into the Pavone. 
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4.2  Sample stability 

 
Additional to the environment, the sample itself can also introduce a measurement error. 
 
Sample temperature and integrity 
 
When attempting to measure samples that come fresh out of the incubator please allow some time 
for readjustment to the Pavone temperature. This applies even more so to larger temperature 
gradients: if medium or samples come out of a refrigerator, let the sample temperature stabilize to 
room temperature before initiating with the measurement. 
 
The sample itself can also have instable mechanical properties. Mostly this is caused by a particular 
structure of the sample material: when measuring a highly heterogeneous sample, such as 
decellularized ECM, porous scaffolds or 3D-printed structures, extra care should be taken in 
selecting the appropriate cantilever stiffness, tip size and indentation settings. For example, when 
working with samples that have a porous surface, selecting a tip diameter that is either much 
smaller or larger than the average pore size avoids having the tip trapped in the sample. 
 
Sample immobilization 
 
Next to a stable sample, it is important to immobilize the sample to eliminate lateral and height drift 
during and between indentations. Indenting a drifting or floating sample results in unreliable 
indentation measurements. Especially when performing automated matrix scans make sure the 
sample is immobilized correctly. 
 

 

Figure 24: Example of a microtissue submerged in liquid with the Pavone indentation probe nearby. Improper sample 
mounting can cause measurements to be false or introduce extreme noise levels in the measurement data. 
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4.3  Probe stability 

 
The probe may be subject to instability if subjected to sudden temperature changes or if an air 
bubble is trapped near or on the cantilever upon immersion in a liquid.  
 
Solution temperature 
 
When immersing the probe in a liquid of a different temperature, such as refrigerated liquids or 
liquids obtained from the incubator, wait a few minutes upon immersion to let the probe adjust to 
the new temperature and equilibrium is reached. This can be observed by the interferometer signal: 
if the voltage is changing a lot when the probe is immersed, this is a sign the probe is still adjusting 
to its new environment. 
 
Air bubble 
 
As the probe and cantilever are made of glass, it can occur that an air bubble gets trapped between 
the probe and the cantilever: this will result in a failed probe calibration or excessive noise in the 
measurements. If excessive noise or an off calibration factor is registered, you can assume an air 
bubble is trapped. Please proceed with removal of the air bubble as described in the steps below 
(Figure 25). 
 

 

Figure 25: Side-view of an Optics11 probe while immersed in a transparent medium. As indicated by the red arrow, an air 
bubble is present at the base of the cantilever. 
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To remove an air bubble, lift the probe out of the medium 
and carefully take it out of the probe mount. Now draw the 
liquid out of the cantilever-probe gap by holding a tissue to 
the side of the probe. Once the bubble pops, the surface 
tension is released, and when immersed again, the air 
bubble will not form as the previously dry surface got wet 
after bursting the bubble. Note that you should avoid 
directly touching the cantilever: the cantilever is very fragile 
and can break easily when touched. Holding the tissue at a 
safe distance will also allow you to dry the probe without 
touching the cantilever (Figure 26). If this cannot be 
performed due to circumstances the probe can also be 
washed with demineralized water and let to dry in air. How 
to avoid trapping an air bubble when inserting the probe 
into a solution is being described in the next chapter 5.1. 
 

 
Suitable probe cantilever stiffness 
 
In order to perform successful indentation experiments, it is necessary to have a probe cantilever 
with a suitable stiffness compared to that of the sample. When the probe cantilever is too soft or 
too stiff, there will be too little indentation or cantilever bending, respectively, likely resulting in 
inaccurate measurements. The ‘Probe suitability’ indicator in the bottom-right corner of the 
software indicates the suitability of the probe in use. Please see the probe selection guide for more 
information on selecting the appropriate probes for your experiments. 
 
Suitable probe tip size 
 
Choosing an appropriate tip size is related to the structure of the sample and the kind of 
experiment one wishes to perform. When measuring the global elasticity of a sample, a larger tip 
would be more suitable, since the applied and recorded force of each indentation would effectively 
average over a larger area than for a small tip. For measuring small spatial features or a very rough 
sample, a smaller tip could be more suitable. Tip size should be carefully considered when working 
with porous materials: to determine the overall structural properties of a porous material, select a 
tip size several times larger than the largest pore. For examining local features within one pore, 
select a tip size that is several times smaller than the pore diameter. 
 
Adhesion 
 
Adhesion between a sample and the indentation tip could interfere with the find-surface procedure 
or affect the measurement result. Three solutions for measuring adhesive samples can be provided: 
(1) immerse the sample in a liquid (2) to passivate the sample using some sort of non-adhesive 
coating, for example bovine serum albumin (BSA), or in case this is not possible (3) use the  
‘Adhesion mode’, to be adjusted in the ‘Advanced’ tab within the Option’ menu, to pull the 

Figure 26: Removing an air bubble by drying 
the probe. 
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cantilever free from the surface to a desired height and duration after the surface has been 
detected using the find-surface function (Error! Reference source not found.). 
 

 
 

Figure 27: Adhesion mode – with adjustable height and time to get out of contact with a adhesive sample surface. 
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5. THE OP1550 INTERFEROMETER 
 
The interferometer operates as stand-alone device and can be switched on or off any time the 
Pavone is in stand-by. The OP1550 interferometer contains a tunable laser source, modulation 
options, a high-speed photodiode and data acquisition electronics. 
 
The OP1550 interferometer is configured using the five buttons on the front panel that allow to walk 
through the menus and select and alter menu items. In order to select a field or button on the 
OP1550 screen, move the cursor over the button or field and press the center button (enter). In case 
a field is selected, the field will turn blue and the up and down buttons can be used to alter the 
value the cursor highlights. 
  
The interface is built up out of two menus. The first menu (Measurement, Wavelength scan, 
Demodulation and Settings) can be accessed using the buttons on the top of the screen. The 
second menu (Laser, ADC, Output, Modulation and Maintenance) can be accessed by scrolling 
from left to right while keeping the cursor in the right-hand side of the screen.  
 
 

 

Figure 28: The OP1550 interferometer. 
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5.1   Using the OP1550 interferometer 
 

The measurement, wavelength, demodulation and settings menu 
 
The ‘Measure’ tab displays the actual intensity that reaches the photodiode, which converts this 
intensity into a voltage.  
 

 

 

Figure 29: Measurement (a), Wavelength scan (b), Demodulation (c) and Settings menu (d) of the OP1550 interferometer. 

 
 

The ‘Wavelength scan’ menu shows the resulting interference after a wavelength scan in which the 
laser can be tuned over ~50 nm. This automatic tuning is performed by pressing the ‘Scan 
wavelength’ button at the bottom of the screen in the ‘Wavelength scan’ menu. A correct 
wavelength scan results in a sinusoidal curve as shown in Figure 29b).   
 
The ‘Demodulation’ tab displays the interferometric linearization, by aligning the collected 
datapoints to a unity circle. It can be very useful for observing the cantilever bending, while 
manually approaching the surface of a sample or a stiff surface during the calibration procedure. 
When the tip is actually touching a surface the datapoint is changing its position along the unity 
circle (Figure 30). When calibrating the geometrical factor, the probe must be in contact with a stiff 
surface, otherwise the calibration fails. If the probe is not in contact after the find surface procedure, 
you can manually move the Z-stage in 1µm-steps down to bring the probe into contact.   
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The ‘Settings’ menu allows to set all current parameters as default values. When restarting the 
OP1550 interferometer the last saved values will be loaded.  
 
The Laser, ADC, Output, Modulation and Maintenance menu 
 
The right side of the screen is reserved for the Laser, ADC, Output, Modulation and Maintenance 
menu. To scroll through the menus, move the cursor to the section right of the graph area, and 
press the left or right arrow. 
 

 

 

Figure 31: Laser (a), ADC (b), Output (c), Modulation (d) and Maintenance menu (e) of the OP1550 interferometer. 

Figure 30: Datapoint changing its position after the tip is getting in contact with a surface: probe out of 
contact (a), noise caused by probe moving during automated find surface procedure or by manually 
moving the Z-stage (b), probe in contact with surface resulting in datapoint position change (c). 
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The ‘Laser’ menu displays the laser controls. Always operate channel 86 of the laser: this 
corresponds to 1530nm, which is also set in the maintenance menu of the software.  
The ‘ADC’ menu displays the photodiode and data acquisition settings. By using the ‘Scan 
wavelength’ feature in the ‘Wavelength scan’ menu, the Offset and Gain values for conversion of 
the raw photodiode voltage to fit the 0-10V range is automatically performed.  
 
In case the automatic procedure fails, the ADC menu provides the opportunity to manually adjust 
the offset and gain settings. Also, the automatic adjustment of the offset and gain settings can be 
switched off by unticking the ‘Auto adj.’ box. Is this is done, the ‘Scan wavelength’ function in the 
Modulation menu will tune the laser without setting offset and gain values, which can be convenient 
for manual setting offset and gain values. Always make sure the ‘Modulation’ box is ticked before 
performing an experiment. 
 
In the ‘Output’ menu you can adjust the signal output at the ‘Front out’ either as a ‘Straight’, which 
displays the modulated signal or as a demodulated by switching to ‘Demodul.’ The range and 
sensitivity parameters can be changed in the maintenance menu in the software, but it is 
recommended to keep them at the default settings.  
 
The ‘Modulation’ menu contains the controls to induce a small modulation on top of the laser 
output signal by quickly and continuously modulating the laser wavelength. This modulation is 
required for the Pavone to function properly and should always be turned on when performing 
indentations. The modulation is active when the mode is set to ‘On’; the menu will now show the 
controls to change the frequency, amplitude and offset of the modulation signal. In normal 
operation, these will not have to be changed.  
 
In the ‘Maintenance’ menu the modulation phase shift and the lock-in amplification can be adjusted 
to certain parameters. The default settings are 80.0 degree for the ‘DDS Phase shift’ and 10.0 V for 
the ‘Lock-in gain’ and should not be changed.  
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For troubleshooting, support or questions, while working with the Pavone, please contact Optics11 
at: 
 
Tel.: +31 20 5987917 
E-mail: info@optics11.com 
 
Office hours are between 9h and 18h, CET.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 


